Inside the main hall of the American Adventure, at Epcot® the classic elegance of Colonial America impresses your Guests. As they mingle beneath the hall’s soaring rotunda and see red, white, and blue bunting atop the balustrades, the ambiance of the venue lifts their spirits. It is conveyed in works of art reflecting the richness of our nation’s history; it is seen in quotations celebrating our nation’s determination, and it is heard in stirring patriotic standards presented by the nationally acclaimed Voices of Liberty as they perform stirring a cappella arrangements selected from the American songbook.

While the hall pays tribute to America’s past, the focus of the day is on the present. It all begins with a glorious red carpet arrival at which hosts Mickey Mouse and Minnie Mouse, dressed in their finest colonial costumes, greet your Guests with smiles and hugs.

From a simple breakfast reception to a sophisticated dinner event, Disney’s superb culinary team is ready to prepare various delicacies from around the nation, creating magic from a traditional American feast to exotic fare from the far reaches of the world. A centennial trio can provide a perfect soundtrack to the gathering while drinks, which may include beer and wine as well as full premium brands and specialty beverages, add to the elegance of the event.

Conclude your evening gathering with a final sweet surprise for your Guests: a private dessert event. From a private veranda on the promenade overlooking the World Showcase Lagoon, your Guests can sample platters of moist, rich, and delicious desserts and coffees as they experience the premier night time spectacular at Epcot®, IllumiNations: Reflections of Earth.

This is a most incredible grand finale, one that encompasses the entire World Showcase and the skies above. As the fiery glow of torches and sky-piercing lasers reflect on the lagoon, the boom of thunderous fireworks echoes atop an original music score.
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It is a thrilling visual and aural extravaganza as the skies above the lagoon are transformed into a kaleidoscope of color from thundering pyrotechnic bursts. On the lagoon, images displayed across the Earth Globe tell the incredible tale of our planet before the sphere opens to signal the emotional finale of *IllumiNations: Reflections of Earth*.

From the colonial setting of the American Adventure Rotunda to a fiery celebration on the lagoon, today your Guests savored the past... and are thrilled by the prospects for the future.
Sample Timeline:

7:00 p.m. 
Guests arrive at Epcot® where they are met by Event Guides and escorted to American Adventure Rotunda. There they will enjoy a private event to include:
• Buffet Dinner (1½ hours)
• Beverage Service
• Entertainment (elements vary in set time and length)

8:30 p.m. 
Guests will be escorted to one of our private locations for a walk-around dessert event as they view the evening’s finale, IllumiNations: Reflections of Earth.
• IllumiNations: Reflections of Earth (approximately 12 minutes)

9:30 p.m. 
Event concludes.

Capacities:
Reception with 100% seating 450 Guests
Buffet Dinner with 100% seating 396 Guests
Plated Dinner with 100% seating 444 Guests
Enhancements:

**Spirit of America**
An authentic 5 piece patriotic Fife and Drum Corps themed to the American Revolution. They will welcome your Guests as they arrive backstage at the American Adventure Pavilion.

**MIXD CO. - 6 vocalists**
MIXD CO. has been singing together for the last six years. The group was originally introduced to each other through the Orlando area theme parks. Since then the members of MIXD CO. have performed in front of Colin Powell, Michael Eisner, Liza Minelli, Olivia Newton-John, John Stamos, and on The Wayne Brady Show to name a few.

**Nova Era - 4 piece**
Your Guests will enjoy the elegance only a String Quartet can convey. This ensemble can perform a variety of music, thus setting the perfect tone for your particular event.

**Living Statues**
“Living Statues” at first glance look like decor, but actually begin to move as Guests draw near, fascinating audiences with their performance. Every show is unique, with a wide range of costumes available.

**Character Actor**
Our character actors add a great authentic touch to your event. We have a variety of options to choose from: Ben Franklin, Betsy Ross, Martha Washington, or Mark Twain.
American Beauty Centerpiece
132" Navy Blue Pintuck
Gold Charger Plate
Navy Blue Pintuck Napkin
Gold Chiavari Chair
Vendor delivery fee for chairs

Character Photos (up to 3 hours)
Add a unique Photo opportunity! Your Guests can have photos with the famous Disney Characters (character appearance fee additional). (May require a 20 amp power drop at an additional cost)

Next Day Delivery Prints 5” x 7”
Prints are added as a bill on consumption (BOC) item. Our print service includes a protective folder as a remembrance of your event.
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**Notes:**

- This document is not an agreement nor an offer to enter into an agreement and is for discussion purposes only. Accordingly, neither of us will be committed unless a mutually acceptable written agreement for this event is signed by both you and us, and until then either of us may withdraw from negotiations at any time and for any reason without liability.
- Space for this event is not currently being held and we cannot guarantee space will be available at the location(s), on the date(s), or at the time(s) you desire.
- There is a food and beverage minimum at the American Adventure Rotunda.
- There is a food and beverage minimum for use of any dessert location.
- Events at American Adventure Rotunda must begin after 7:00 p.m.
- There is a minimum number of a 100 Guests required for an event in the American Adventure Rotunda and the maximum capacities for plated and buffet are based on rounds of 12. If the guarantee for this event should fall below 100 Guests, your Event Manager will assist you in finding a suitable alternate location for this event.
- The American Adventure Rotunda may be used for breakfast and dinner.
- Restrooms used at this facility are shared with Day Guests, and are located outside of the rotunda area.
- Park Venue Package includes:
  - A reserved in-park venue and the services needed to ensure the venue is prepared specially for your group.
  - Specially trained Event Guides to greet and escort your group to and from the event location.
  - The Event Guides will remain with your group throughout the event (up to four hours) and assist with any special needs including directions and the distribution of rain gear, maps and programs.
- No attractions or entertainment will be booked or confirmed for this event absent an agreement signed by both you and us.
- Attractions and entertainment are subject to change without notice.
- This document is based on projected park hours of 9:00 a.m. - 9:00 p.m. Park hours vary and are subject to change without notice.
- This document does not include provisions for inclement weather.
- Transportation is not included.
- Photographs included in this document are the property of Disney Destinations or its affiliates and cannot be duplicated without our prior written consent.
- **Audio Visual is not recommended for groups over 100 Guests due to sight lines.**
- You may not, directly or indirectly, tape, film, or photograph any part of the function or event without first obtaining our prior written consent in our sole discretion.